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   The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (AIA) 
represents the most dramatic change to the 

United States patent system in 60 years, but it 
remains to be seen whether the new laws actu-
ally will alter the landscape of American patent 
litigation. The AIA provides for new contested 
proceedings before the United States Patent 
and Trademark Offi  ce (PTO) with the prom-
ise of faster, cheaper, and easier tools for patent 
challenges. With such lofty goals, the question 
is whether the proceedings will live up to their 
promise. Similar legislation for  inter partes  reex-
amination was introduced close to 10 years ago. 1    
But today the procedure rarely is used. Will the 
contested proceedings face a similar fate? Or 
will the legislation provide the patent bar with 
better tools for challenging patents? This  article 

 examines that  question by discussing the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the new contested pro-
ceedings, as  well as their interplay with district 
court litigation and appeals to the Federal Circuit. 

 The New Contested Proceedings  
 The AIA provides several new contested pro-

ceedings, each of which serves as a potentially 
powerful tool for challenging a patent. The 
contested proceedings are trial-like procedures 
before the PTO’s new Patent Trial and Appeal 
Board (PTAB) that include discovery, depositions, 
experts, and an administrative hearing. 2    These 
contested proceedings include the  inter partes  
review, post-grant review, and transitional pro-
gram for covered business method patents. 3    Each 
contested proceeding takes place before a panel 
of at least three administrative patent judges, who 
possess technical aptitude and expertise in patent 
law. 4    

 The  inter partes  review replaces  inter partes  
reexaminations and may be the most important 
of the contested proceedings because of its early 
availability and broad applicability. 5    The  inter par-
tes  review becomes available on September 16, 
2012, and it can be sought against virtually any 
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patent other than those recently issued. A petition for 
 inter partes  review may be fi led nine months after (a) the 
grant of the patent or issuance of a reissue patent, or (b) 
upon the termination of the post-grant review, if one 
had been instituted, whichever is later. 6    An  inter partes 
 review, however, cannot be fi led if the petitioner previ-
ously fi led a declaratory judgment action challenging 
the validity of the same patent 7    or if the petitioner had 
been served with a complaint alleging infringement 
of that patent more than one year prior to seeking the 
 inter partes  review. 8    The  inter partes  review is restricted 
to challenges based on 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 or 103, and 
only on the basis of prior art patents and printed publi-
cations. 9    The PTAB will institute an  inter partes  review 
upon a showing that there is a reasonable likelihood 
that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at 
least one claim challenged. 10   

  The post-grant review is much broader in scope 
than the  inter partes  review because such a review can 
be sought under §§ 101, 102, 103, and 112, except best 
mode. 11    The drawback, however, is that this proceeding 
is limited to challenging patents issuing from applica-
tions with a priority date of March 16, 2013, or later. 12    
As a result, this proceeding will not be widely used 
for several years. The standard for instituting a post-
grant review is higher than an  inter partes  review in 
that the petitioner must show that it is more likely than 
not that at least one claim is unpatentable. 13    A petition 
for post-grant review can be fi led only within nine 
months after the grant of the patent or issuance of a 
reissue patent; this complements the  inter partes  review 
which can be fi led only after this nine-month window 
closes. 14   

  The transitional program for covered business 
method patents is similar to post-grant proceedings in 
that the transitional program “shall be regarded as, and 
shall employ the standards and procedures of, a post-
grant review.” 15    In some respects, the  transitional pro-
gram is more expansive than post-grant reviews because 
the petitioner can challenge the validity of a covered 
business method patent at any time during the lifetime 
of the patent. 16    The transitional program, however, is 
narrower in several respects. First, the transitional pro-
gram pertains to post-grant review of only a special 
class of patents that meet the defi nition of a “covered 
business method patent” pursuant to the AIA. 17    Second, 
the petitioner must have been sued or charged with 
infringement to institute this proceeding. 18    Third, the 
transitional program restricts the type of prior art that 
may be asserted in the proceeding. Under AIA Section 
18, eligible prior art includes “prior art that is described 
by [current] section 102(a)” or “(i) prior art that dis-
closes the invention more than one year before the 

 fi ling date before the date of the application for patent 
in the United States, and (ii) would be described by [the 
current] section 102(a) . . . if the disclosure had been 
made by another before the invention thereof by the 
applicant for patent.” 19    Lastly, the transitional program 
is only temporary. It will begin on September 16, 2012, 
and last for only eight years until the program’s sunset 
on September 16, 2020. 20   

  Proposed Rules Governing 
Conduct of the Proceedings 

 The PTO recently issued proposed rules to gov-
ern the contested proceedings. 21    These rules, together 
with the AIA, preview how the contested proceedings 
will be conducted before the PTAB. First, each con-
tested proceeding starts with a petition. This petition 
must identify the claims challenged, the grounds on 
which the claims are challenged, a copy of all evidence 
relied on (such as prior art references or expert declara-
tions, for example), 22    as well as a claim construction. 23    
Within two months thereafter, the patent owner may 
fi le a preliminary response indicating why a proceed-
ing should not be instituted. 24    As a general matter, only 
evidence other than testimonial evidence is allowed. 25    
If the petitioner satisfi es its burdens, a trial will be insti-
tuted on a claim-by-claim and ground-by-ground basis 
within three months of the patent owner’s preliminary 
response. 26    If a trial is instituted, the patent owner may 
fi le a response within four months that must include any 
additional factual evidence or expert opinions on which 
they intend to rely. 27    Also, a patent owner may amend 
the patent to cancel any challenged claim or to propose 
a reasonable number of substitute claims. 28    Intervening 
rights, however, apply to all claim amendments. 29    Either 
party may request an oral hearing. The administrative 
trial before the PTAB concludes with a fi nal, written 
decision. 30    The trial will be completed within one year 
of institution, except that it may be extended for up to 
six months for good cause. 31    

 The proposed rules provide for two types of discovery 
during the trial: (1) routine discovery, and (2) additional 
discovery. Routine discovery need not be requested 
from the PTAB. 32    Routine  discovery includes pro-
ducing the documents cited, taking depositions of any 
declarants relied on by the opposition, and  producing 
information that is inconsistent with positions advanced 
during the proceeding. 33    

 A party seeking additional discovery must make both 
a request to the PTAB and a  showing. For  inter partes  
review, the party seeking the discovery must demon-
strate that the discovery is in the interests of justice. 34    
For post-grant review and the transitional program, 
only good cause needs to be shown. 35    
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 Although these proceedings provide many advan-
tages, petitioners must proceed with caution. Upon a 
fi nal written decision, the petitioner is estopped from 
requesting or maintaining a proceeding before the PTO 
on any ground that the petitioner raised or reasonably 
could have raised. 36    The petitioner also is estopped from 
challenging the patent in a civil action or in an action 
before the International Trade Commission (ITC) based 
on any ground that the petitioner raised before the 
PTO. 37    In the case of an  inter partes  review or a post-
grant review, but not a covered business method patent, 
the petitioner also is estopped in a civil action or ITC 
action from challenging the patent on any ground that 
reasonably could have been raised. 38    

 The contested proceedings, however, may terminate 
before a fi nal written decision, in which case no estop-
pel attaches to the petitioner. Specifi cally, the parties 
may choose to settle the contested proceeding unless 
the PTAB already has decided the merits of the trial. 
Upon reaching a settlement, the PTAB may terminate 
the trial, or it may proceed to a fi nal written decision. 39    
The proposed rules expressly caution that, because the 
PTAB is not a party to the settlement, it may still deter-
mine any question of patentability. 40    

 Advantages and Disadvantages 
of the Proceedings  

 Before instituting one of the contested proceed-
ings, prospective petitioners need to weigh the pros 
and cons. Although the contested proceedings provide 
the petitioner with certain procedural, evidentiary, and 
substantive advantages, there also are several potential 
disadvantages to consider. 

 Advantages 
  Expert Judges —As an initial matter, the contested 

proceedings provide the petitioner with an opportunity 
to present his invalidity arguments to a panel of three 
administrative patent judges who specialize in complex 
patentability disputes. This option seems preferable over 
a district court judge or jury who may possess little or 
no experience with patent law or the technology at 
issue. 

  Lower Standard to Prove Invalidity —The contested 
proceedings make it easier to invalidate a patent because 
of a lower standard of proof, broader claim construction, 
and no presumption of validity. The PTAB will evaluate 
validity under a “preponderance of the evidence” stan-
dard, rather than the heightened “clear and convincing” 
standard required in district court. 41    In other words, 
this standard will be met where the petitioner estab-
lishes that it is merely more likely than not that at least 
one of the claims challenged is unpatentable. Also, the 

 patent claims will be evaluated using a “broadest reason-
able construction” standard, which will draw in more 
potential prior art, as opposed to the standard applied in 
district court, which is typically a narrower construction 
favoring preservation of validity. Lastly, patents enjoy a 
presumption of validity in district courts, whereas in 
PTO proceedings, no such presumption applies. 

  Discovery Burden on Patent Owner —Although the 
contested proceedings contain notice and disclosure 
requirements for both parties, they are likely to be more 
burdensome on the patent owner. The proposed rules 
require the production of any “noncumulative informa-
tion that is inconsistent with a position advanced by 
the patent owner or petitioner during the proceeding” 
as soon as practicable and must identify “where the 
information is presented in a document” and “how the 
information is pertinent to the claims.” 42    Accordingly, 
depending on the PTO’s interpretation of this provi-
sion, it is possible that the patent owner may be required 
to produce any inconsistent evidence, arguments, or tes-
timony from the inventor, any related applications, any 
relevant district court proceedings or other PTO pro-
ceedings. Such production could reveal a treasure trove 
of information for use against the patent owner, not 
only in the contested proceeding, but also in any related 
district court litigation. 

  Early Notice of Patent Owner’s Case  — The petitioner 
has an enormous procedural advantage due to the 
proceeding’s compressed nature. Before fi ling its peti-
tion, the petitioner has ample opportunity to develop a 
detailed invalidity analysis based on an unlimited num-
ber of prior art references, prepare claim construction 
arguments based on a thorough review of the prosecu-
tion history, prepare fact and expert testimony, prepare 
for its notice and disclosure requirements, and gather 
any additional supporting evidence. The patent owner, 
on the other hand, is not so lucky. After a petition is 
fi led, the patent owner’s preliminary response is due 
in only two months. Then, the trial is instituted three 
months later, and the patent owner’s complete response, 
including all of its evidence, is due four months there-
after.  Thus, within nine months from receiving fi rst 
notice of the petition, the patent owner needs to have 
retained counsel, retained experts, reviewed the peti-
tioner’s evidence, analyzed the patentability issues, 
 considered claim construction questions, complied 
with the mandatory notice and disclosure requirements, 
cross- examined the petitioner’s experts, gathered its evi-
dence, and prepared its complete response. In essence, 
the patent owner needs to have developed its entire 
case by this time. This is even more challenging when 
there is a parallel district court litigation and every move 
before the PTAB must be analyzed for any eff ect on the 
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litigation. Of course, when there is a parallel litigation, 
the petitioner will gain critical, advance notice of the 
patent owner’s litigation strategy, perhaps many months 
before otherwise receiving the same disclosure in the 
district court litigation. 

After a petition is filed, the patent 
owner’s preliminary response is due 
in only two months. Then, the trial is 
instituted three months later, and the 
patent owner’s complete response, 
including all of its evidence, is due four 
months thereafter.

  Pre-Institution Evidentiary Advantage  — These proceed-
ings provide a signifi cant evidentiary advantage to the 
petitioner before institution. The patent owner typically 
will not be permitted to present any testimonial evi-
dence, including declarations of fact or expert witnesses, 
in support of its initial response. In the absence of dec-
laration rebuttal evidence, it may be diffi  cult for the pat-
ent owner to respond to a  prima facie  case of invalidity 
supported by the petitioner’s expert declarations. Cross-
examination of the petitioner’s experts will occur only 
after the PTO grants the petition for review. As a result, 
the petitioner will be aff orded a signifi cant evidentiary 
advantage prior to instituting the contested proceedings. 

 Disadvantages 
 While the contested proceedings provide signifi cant 

advantages, there are several notable disadvantages of 
which petitioners should be mindful. 

  Estoppel Provision  — The AIA contains an estop-
pel provision that bars the petitioner from asserting 
in a later action, whether it be administrative or civil, 
“any  ground that the Petitioner raised or reasonably 
could have raised during” the contested proceedings. 43    
The estoppel apparently attaches upon a written deter-
mination of the PTAB, not after the exhaustion of all 
appeals. If the courts interpret it this way, it will repre-
sent a signifi cant diff erence from district court litiga-
tion because estoppel will be attainable within 12 to 18 
months from the fi ling of the petition, rather than the 
typical six-year period required to obtain a fi nal deci-
sion on appeal. 

 Although the text of the estoppel provision appears 
to have severe ramifi cations, it  may  not in practice. 
When confronted with a similar estoppel provision, 
courts have applied it narrowly. Rather than the AIA’s 
“reasonably-could-have-raised” standard,  inter partes  
reexaminations use a “could-have-raised” standard to 

estop third party requesters from “asserting at a later 
time . . . the invalidity of any claim fi nally determined 
to be valid and patentable on any ground which the 
third-party requester  raised or could have raised  during the 
 inter partes  reexamination proceedings.” 44    Applying that 
standard, a court has declined to estop a defendant from 
raising prior art in a civil litigation even though the 
defendant knew of the prior art during the  inter par-
tes  reexamination. 45    Moreover, although the text of the 
 inter partes  reexamination statute suggests that the estop-
pel may apply at the conclusion of the PTO’s proceed-
ing, much like the AIA, the Federal Circuit has found 
that  inter partes  reexamination estoppel is “triggered not 
when examination is completed but only after all appeal 
rights have been exhausted.” 46    

 The courts may apply a similar, or even weakened, 
approach for the contested proceedings because of the 
addition of the word “reasonably.”  The legislative history 
of the AIA suggests that the use of the modifi er “reason-
ably” was intended to soften the “could-have-raised” 
estoppel that is applied in  inter partes  reexaminations: 47    

 It is possible that courts would have read this limi-
tation into [sic] current law’s estoppel. Current law, 
however, is also amenable to the interpretation that 
litigants are estopped from raising any issue that it 
would have been physically possible to raise in the 
inter partes reexamination, even if only a scorched-
earth search around the world would have uncov-
ered the prior art in question. Adding the modifi er 
‘‘reasonably’’ ensures that could-have-raised estop-
pel extends only to that prior art which a skilled 
searcher conducting a diligent search reasonably 
could have been expected to discover. 48    

 Nonetheless, the estoppel provision encourages peti-
tioners to assert all potential bases for invalidity to pre-
serve all issues for appeal and to prevent a waiver of 
invalidity defenses based on prior art known to the peti-
tioner at the time of the contested proceedings. 

  Difficulty Overturning Evidentiary Rulings— In the 
event that a petitioner receives an unfavorable eviden-
tiary decision by the PTAB during the administrative 
hearing, a petitioner may request reconsideration of the 
decision to admit or exclude particular evidence. If the 
request for reconsideration is not successful, however, 
it may be diffi  cult to overturn that decision on appeal 
because it would be reviewed by the Federal Circuit 
under an abuse of discretion standard. 

 Interplay with District Court Litigation 
 The AIA contemplates district court litigation pro-

ceeding in parallel with the contested proceedings. 
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Understanding this relationship is important for any 
prospective petitioner. Also, it is important that prospec-
tive petitioners understand what happens at the Federal 
Circuit should both the district court litigation and the 
contested proceeding be appealed. 

 District Court Litigation 
 A petitioner must be prepared to be sued for patent 

infringement if it fi les a petition when a parallel litiga-
tion is not pending. If well-funded and motivated, the 
patent owner may fi le a district court litigation and do 
so in a forum that is unfavorable to the petitioner. To 
prevent being sued in an unfavorable forum, the peti-
tioner could fi le a declaratory judgment action on the 
same day as or later than the petition, but not earlier. 49    
In this situation, the litigation will be automatically 
stayed unless the patent owner moves to lift the stay or 
counterclaims alleging infringement. 50    

 After being served with a patent infringement com-
plaint, the defendant should petition for a contested 
proceeding as soon as possible. 51    Once a proceeding is 
instituted, the petitioner should then seek a stay of the 
litigation. At least in the case of the transitional pro-
gram for covered business method patents, stays should 
be granted liberally. 52    

After being served with a patent 
infringement complaint, the defendant 
should petition for a contested 
proceeding as soon as possible.

 For the transitional program, the AIA contains a 
provision that expressly authorizes a stay in any par-
allel litigation and provides for an immediate inter-
locutory appeal to the Federal Circuit for the district 
court’s stay decision. 53    According to the AIA legisla-
tive history, Congress  intended that a stay would be 
denied only in rare instances. 54    The provision specifi -
cally instructs courts to apply the four-factor test that 
was fi rst announced in  Broadcast Innovation, L.L.C. v. 
Charter Commc’ns, Inc. : (1)  whether a stay will sim-
plify issues for trial; (2) whether discovery is complete 
and a trial date set; (3) whether a stay would present 
a clear  tactical advantage for the movant and preju-
dice the nonmoving party; and (4) whether a stay or 
denial thereof would reduce the burden of litigation 
on the parties and the court. 55    The AIA employs this 
test, rather than other multifactor tests used by some 
district courts, because this test properly emphasizes 
the fourth factor that often is ignored by the courts: 
‘‘whether a stay will reduce the burden of litigation on 

the parties and on the court.’’ 56    Although these factors 
are already considered by many district courts, their 
statutory articulation may increase the likelihood that a 
district court grants a stay. 

 Nevertheless, even if a district court decides not to 
stay the litigation, the petitioner likely would receive a 
fi nal decision in the contested proceeding before resolu-
tion of most district court cases. For example, the con-
tested proceedings most often will be completed within 
12 months from institution. 57    In comparison, the median 
time to trial for patent cases in the District of Delaware, 
the Northern District of California, and the Eastern Dis-
trict of Texas is 22 months, 26 months, and 34 months, 
respectively, after the fi ling date of the complaint. 58    

 The Federal Circuit 
 The AIA permits a direct appeal of an adverse deci-

sion in a contested proceeding to the Federal Circuit. 59    
Thus, such an appeal may be co-pending with an appeal 
from a parallel district court litigation. Under these cir-
cumstances, the Federal Circuit likely would resolve the 
PTO decision fi rst, applying the “broadest reasonable 
interpretation of the claims in light of the specifi ca-
tion.” 60    In doing so, the Federal Circuit would apply 
a deferential standard of review for the PTO decision. 
For example, in the case of PTO reexamination deci-
sions, the Federal Circuit will reverse a PTO decision 
only when the PTO’s fi ndings are not supported by 
substantial evidence. 61    In other words, if the evidence 
in the record will support several reasonable but con-
tradictory conclusions, the Federal Circuit will not fi nd 
that a PTO decision is unsupported by substantial evi-
dence simply because the Board chose one conclusion 
over another plausible alternative. 62    The same standard 
of review likely would apply for appeals from PTAB 
decisions on contested proceedings. 

 Conclusion 
 It remains to be seen whether the promise of a faster, 

cheaper, and easier tool for patent challenges will be 
realized by the new contested proceedings. Only time 
will tell. In the meantime, however, the contested pro-
ceedings appear to be a powerful tool that tips the 
scale in favor of the petitioner in many circumstances. 
 Practitioners would be wise to consider these proceed-
ings as part of their overall patent litigation strategy. 
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